Majors in the College of Science

- Astronomy
- Atmospheric Science
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Computational and Data Sciences
- Earth Science
- Environmental & Sustainability Studies
- Environmental Science
- Forensic Science
- Geography
- Geology
- Mathematics
- Medical Laboratory Sciences
- Neuroscience
- Physics

Email us if you have any questions – ugradcos@gmu.edu
Concentrations

Biology
• Bioinformatics
• Biopsychology
• Biotechnology and Molecular Biology
• Environmental and Conservation Biology
• Microbiology

Chemistry
• Analytical
• Biochemistry
• Environmental

Geography (BA only)
• Environmental Geography
• Geoanthropology
• Health Geography

Mathematics
• Actuarial Mathematics
• Applied Mathematics
• Mathematical Statistics

Physics
• Applied and Engineering
• Astrophysics
• Computational Physics

Email us if you have any questions – ugradcos@gmu.edu
Concentrations

Earth Science
- Earth Surface Processes
- Environmental Geoscience
- Geology
- Oceanography and Estuarine Science
- Paleontology

Environmental Science
- Conservation
- Ecological Science
- Environmental Health
- Human and Ecosystem Response to Climate Change
- Marine, Estuarine and Freshwater Ecology
- Wildlife

Email us if you have any questions – ugradcos@gmu.edu
Minors in the College of Science

- Astronomy
- Atmospheric Science
- Bioinformatics
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Computational & Data Sciences
- Conservation Biology
- Conservation Studies
- Earth Science
- Environmental Policy
- Environmental Science
- Forensic Science
- Forensic Science
- Geographic Information Systems
- Geography
- Geology
- Mathematics
- Neuroscience
- Ocean and Estuarine Science
- Paleontology
- Physics
- Renewable Energy
- Scientific Leadership and Practice
- Sustainability Studies
- Sustainable Enterprise

Email us if you have any questions – ugradcos@gmu.edu
Special Programs

Accelerated Master’s Degrees

- Biology
- Chemistry
- Computational and Data Sciences
- Environmental Science
- Forensic Science
- Geography
- Mathematics
- Neuroscience
- Physics

Teacher Preparation Concentrations

- Biology
- Earth Science
- Physics
- Chemistry
- Mathematics
Minors in other Schools/Colleges

- Business
- Criminology, Law and Society
- Economics
- Global Affairs
- Legal Studies
- Non-Profit Studies
- Parks, Recreation and Leisure Studies
- Public Health
- Sport and American Culture
  plus *many* others!

Email us if you have any questions – ugradcos@gmu.edu
Important Dates and Policies

Classes Start: January 25th
Last Day to Add: February 1st
Last Day to Drop: February 12th (100% refund)
Final Day to Drop: February 16th (50% refund)
Unrestricted Withdrawal Period: February 17th – March 1st

Adding, Withdrawing and Dropping Classes

Selective Withdrawal Period – March 2nd – April 1st
Website
http://cosundergrad.gmu.edu

Location
Exploratory Hall Room 1450

Contact
ugradcos@gmu.edu

@AssadTheAdvisor

Email us if you have any questions – ugradcos@gmu.edu
Welcome to the College of Science!
Best of Luck!

Email us if you have any questions:
ugradcos@gmu.edu

Facebook: GeorgeMasonCOS
Twitter: gmu_cos
Instagram: mason_cos